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Focus adjustment

On a decent TV, you should be able to make out the individual scanning lines. If they are fuzzy, especially in bright areas, then focus may need to
be adjusted.

The focus pot is usually located on the flyback transformer or on an auxiliary panel nearby. Where there are two adjustment knobs on the flyback
transformer, the top one is generally for focus and the bottom one is for G2.

The focus wire usually comes from the flyback or the general area or from a terminal on a voltage the multiplier module (if used). It is usually a
wire by itself going to the little board on the neck of the CRT.

Let the set warm up for at least half an hour. Display a good quality signal. Turn the user color control all the way down and the brightness and
contrast controls all the way up. This will be the worst case. Adjust the focus control for best overall sharpness - you may not be able to get it
perfect everywhere - center as well as corners. If best focus is at one end of the focus pot's range and still not good enough, there may be a problem
in the focus divider, focus pot, or some related component.
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